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Abstract: This paper proposes an efficient learning based approach to detect the
faults of an industrial oil pump. The proposed method uses the wavelet transform
and genetic algorithm (GA) ensemble for an optimal feature extraction procedure.
Optimal features, which are dominated through this method, can remarkably repre-
sent the mechanical faults in the damaged machine. For the aim of condition mon-
itoring, we considered five common types of malfunctions such as casing distortion,
cavitation, looseness, misalignment, and unbalanced mass that occur during the
machine operation. The proposed technique can determine optimal wavelet para-
meters and suitable statistical functions to exploit excellent features via an appropri-
ate distance criterion function. Moreover, our optimization algorithm chooses the
most appropriate feature submatrix to improve the final accuracy in an iterative
method. As a case study, the proposed algorithms are applied to experimental data
gathered from an industrial heavy-duty oil pump installed in Arak Oil Refinery
Company. The experimental results are very promising.
Keywords: Condition monitoring; fault assessment; industrial pump; genetic
algorithm; wavelet packet decomposition
1 Introduction
Maintenance and repair costs are often known to be the heaviest charges in industries. Various studies
have been conducted on condition monitoring of equipment in industrial processes and have long been
discussed by scientists in systems dynamic field. By choosing the appropriate way of maintenance, it may
greatly reduce costs, machine downtimes, and spare parts consumption and improves the reliability of
machines which consequently increases the safety of machine operators. Hereof, health evaluation and
fault detection have been done by a series of measurements on the data carrier signals like vibration,
acoustic emission, and temperature profile records by the properly mounted sensors. For accurate
measurements and better expressing the structural dynamic behavior of a machine, vibrations are the most
common indicator of failure occurrence in the machine operating time. Concerning this, signal processing
techniques have always been efficient tools that are used regularly by researchers. Among all techniques,
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Time-Frequency transforms based on wavelets have been more popular due to their properties to represent
the abnormalities and unpredictable components localized in the time domain [1,2] which always come from
corrosion, damaged parts, and exhaustion. However, the difficulties of determination of the enormous
numbers of uncertain parameters have made their application more difficult in wavelet transform and
interpretation of the results. In this context, [3] compared the wavelet packet energy with the
corresponding entropy to achieve the maximum diagnosis accuracy. He also investigated the effect of the
level of wavelet packet decomposition on the final results. Besides, the application of the fuzzy logic
approach is another effective method used in health monitoring of cooling fan bearings in electronic
products. In this method, a fuzzy rule was proposed to find the optimal wavelet parameters that can
maximize the characteristic feature of bearing faults. Hence, they found that the proposed approach was
more effective than the traditional CWT, DWT, and time-domain analysis in bearing health monitoring
[4]. Empirical wavelet transform (EWT) is another hybrid method that can achieve good performance in
the detection of faults that occurs in rolling bearings. The EWT method combines the classic wavelet
with the empirical mode decomposition which is suitable for the non-stationary vibration signals [5]. It
seems that the general idea of using further mathematical techniques sounds interesting in the condition
monitoring field. Another great technique is the adaptive redundant multiwavelet packet (ARMP) method
which was proposed for the compound-fault diagnosis. Multi wavelet structure described in ARMP was
optimized by taking multifractal entropy as an optimization objective in the construction process. Finally,
the utilization of the ARMP technique in combination with Hilbert transform demodulation analysis can
effectively identify and detect the compound-fault of mechanical equipment [6]. On the other hand, the
application of novel machine learning tools causes a great challenge for improving the performance of
fault detection tasks. In this method, the SVM classifier [7,8], the RBF Neural Network [9], the Decision
Trees [10], etc. are common tools to detect the faults. This paper presents a hybrid method for pump fault
diagnosis based on feature extraction and selection technique which profits from full WPD tree, genetic
algorithm, and ANN classifier ensemble. Moreover, to reduce the possible environmental noise affected
by other equipment around the machine, the wavelet denoising is applied to the raw data. Wavelet packet
decomposition is considered as the feature extractor because of its efficiency in exploiting high and low-
frequency contents from the original signal and subsequently, a statistical feature is calculated in the
feature domain on wavelet coefficients. Concurrently, the genetic algorithm optimizes four candidates to
select the most salient features. Finally, optimal features are assigned to five output categories using an
artificial neural network. As depicted in Fig. 1, the developed algorithm is split into training and test
phases. The training data are fed into the algorithm to choose optimum values along with specified
iterations. When the training is finished, the parameters are assigned to their optimum values to construct
the desired feature set. The entire block diagram will be described in detail in the next sections.
2 Data Acquisition
To validate the effectiveness of the suggested procedure in this paper, the oil pump system installed in
Imam Khomeini Oil Refinery Company located in Arak was utilized. The pump type is BB5 (High-Pressure
Double Case Pump) made by Ebara company which is designed as radially split multi-stage and operates
under the maximum flow rate of 1500 cubic meter per hour (m3/h). Fig. 2 demonstrates the oil pump
system and mounted vibration transmitters on the case. During the sampling, the pump was working at a
fixed speed of 49.6 Hz and we used the pre-mounted vibration sensor to measure the vibrations velocity
in three directions (i.e., axial, horizontal, and vertical axes).
The most frequent faults which happen in a pump lifetime are analyzed in our practical study which
includes casing distortion, cavitation, misalignment, looseness of interior components, and dynamically
unbalanced mass. The examples of the measured signals in some machine conditions are shown in Fig. 3.
These signals have been recorded for four years while the technical inspection team in the factory site
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annotated the cause of vibrations along with the overall maintenance program. Subsequently, by choosing the
sampling frequency of 12 kHz, the number of 19200 samples was collected for each fault.
3 Fault Detection Procedure
To analyze vibration signals with variable frequency content, the well-known time-frequency method of
wavelet transform (WT) is used to investigate the local and global content in analyzed signals.
3.1 Wavelet Packet Transform Review
Wavelet packet transform is the generalized form of the discrete wavelet transform. It breaks down
the frequency domain to slighter intervals as it increases the frequency resolution. Wavelet packet
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where n; j; k denote modulation, resolution, and translation index respectively. Besides, the wavelet function
effects on are represented by the coefficients by Eqs. (3) and (4):














































Figure 1: Entire block diagram of the proposed algorithm
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Figure 3: Measured vibration signals in axial direction: (a) Casing distortion, (b) Cavitation, (c) Looseness,
(d) Misalignment, (e) Unbalanced mass
Figure 2: (a) The Ebara oil pump set up as a case study for fault diagnosis task, (b) Installed vibration
transmitters
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3.2 Feature Extraction
The implemented feature extraction technique consists of five main steps as follows:
1. Wavelet signal denoising/smoothing
2. Segmentation
3. Wavelet packet decomposition (WPD)
4. Statistical analysis
5. Node selection
In parallel to the mentioned activities on the analyzing signal, the genetic algorithm was applied to the
problem and corresponding search domain to find the optimum values for uncertain parameters due to the
binary coding capability. Mentioned activities are investigated in detail as follows:
Step 1: Environmental noises are everlasting parts of the recorded signals in real plants. To attenuate the
effects of these undesirable noises on predicted outcomes, we have obtained the wavelet-denoising stage to
make the signal smoother and generate more stable outputs. Thus, the decomposition level in the wavelet
packet structure is considered to be the first candidate for the optimization process which determines the
decomposition and reconstruction level of the examined signal. In this stage, “biorthogonal3-1” was
chosen to approximate the signals because of its suitable properties in signal reconstruction.
Step 2: By our visual investigations, it seems that due to the rotary nature of the equipment, vibration
signals act approximately the same in cyclic time intervals. Thus, to analyze the signals temporarily, we
segmented the signals into 40 sections to preserve the similar behavior in new intervals.
Step 3: In this step, the WPD algorithm at decomposition level of four was evolved on whole sections of
all fault signals. The main point in this step is the selection of the proper mother wavelet function which can
represent signals appropriately. So, GAwill consider the mother wavelet function as the second candidate for
optimization [12] and will be found within a list of common wavelet function including Haar, db2, db3, db6,
db9, db12, db14, Bior1.5, Bior2.8, Bior3.1, Bior3.5, Coif1, Coif3, Coif5, Sym3, Sym7 [13–15]. Note that
one of the wavelets can be selected under the maximum fitness value resulted from GA. In Fig. 4, rows
in the matrix signify the coefficients at final nodes in the WPD tree.
Figure 4: Coefficients matrix after applying the WPD tree
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Step 4: To shorten the length of the generated coefficient matrix in the previous step and to overcome the
computational complexity, all coefficients are subjected to statistical analysis. A statistical function is applied
to coefficient vectors row by row. GA will seek an appropriate item among candidate functions including
absolute mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, root mean square.
Step 5: The aim in this stage is to select the salient terminal nodes for two beneficial reasons: (1) To
choose the most indicative features, (2) To reduce the needed CPU time for calculations; therefore, the
last parameter for optimization is more effective wavelet nodes in the 4th level of WPD.
3.3 GA Criteria Function
The inter-intra class criterion was employed as a score function to separate different faults in the
optimization process which provides class discrimination information over the training set [16]. This
measure uses the Euclidean distance between pairs of samples in the training set and shows the ratio of
average scattering between classes (Sb) and scattering within classes (Sw) under Eqs. (5)–(7). We expect
that as this score function increases, it will ultimately improve the prediction performance.
JInter=Intra
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where Nk and Ns are the number of features in each class and the entire number of samples in the data set,
correspondingly. Maximum number of classes is denoted by “K” and zn and zn;k represent nth sample in the












l̂k and l̂ are sample mean of classes and sample mean of the entire set, respectively and JInterIntra stands for inter/
intra class criterion function.
4 Experimental Results
To verify the capability, the proposed method was implemented in Labview 2010 software. We used the
“Inter/Intra class” criterion as an optimization fitness function [17] and a multi-layer perceptron with 30 × 20
× 5 neurons to separate different machine fault classes. The adjusting hyper parameters of GAwere found by
trial and error to achieve acceptable converging GA score which are described in Tab. 1.
Fig. 5 shows that GA stops at the 20th generation with the score level being constant for five consecutive
generations. According to Fig. 5, plotted score value indicates Inter/Intra class criterion while the maximum
score belongs to the candidate having the values depicted in Tab. 2. Thus, among different combinations of
candidates, the denoising level of “3”, the mother wavelet of “db2” and statistical function of “RMS” will
lead to the optimum score at 20th generation. The parameters will be fixed to their optimal values and
build the final feature set which is going to feed into the ANN classifier.
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Fig. 6 shows the examples of fluctuations in RMS values of wavelet coefficients for all terminal nodes
through all signal segments. Investigations reveal that the corresponding feature matrices are different in
magnitude and frequency content in all fault signals. Following Tab. 2 and the evaluated criteria function,
the obtained value for the “Binary-coded node index” indicates only five wavelet nodes in the last layer
(4th layer in WPD tree) can build distinct features from the fault signals. Thus, the features in wavelet
terminal nodes numbered 1, 3, 7, 12, and 15 can make distinct class features set. We calculated RMS
values in the selected nodes as input samples to drive the classifier. In this regard, Fig. 7 illustrates RMS
values calculated on dominant features in axial, horizontal, and vertical directions just for the first
partition in all fault signals. As depicted in Fig. 7, there are strong dissimilarities between feature values
in each direction which is the desired outcome for the feature selection task.





Mutation type Bit inversion
Mutation probability 0.1
Natural selection rate 50%
Selection rule Roulette wheel
Figure 5: GA convergence plot during the optimization of the parameters
Table 2: GA results for uncertain parameters
Candidate Result
Denoising level 3
Mother wavelet function Db2
Statistical function RMS
Binary-coded node index 1010001000010010
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In the classification phase, the feature matrix with the size of 5 × 40 × 3 features was considered for each
machine fault. The classifier network was verified by test data after the training stage. Tab. 3 which is called
the confusion matrix shows the allocation of test data to their correct decision classes. As depicted in this
table, the final accuracy for the test data resulted in 98%.
Figure 6: Illustration of RMS values for some machine faults in all terminal nodes. (a) Casing Distortion
RMS values (Axial), (b) Cavitation RMS values (Axial)
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Figure 7: RMS values of wavelet coefficients at selected terminal nodes
Table 3: The confusion matrix evaluated on test data
Predicted output
Casing distortion Cavitation Looseness Misalignment Unbalancedmass
Desired
Output
Casing distortion 24 0 0 0 1
Cavitation 0 17 0 0 0
Looseness 0 0 22 0 0
Misalignment 0 0 0 21 0
Unbalanced
Mass
0 0 0 1 28
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5 Conclusion
We outlined a learning based procedure to extract applicable features of an industrial pump (Fig. 1). In
our algorithm, wavelet packet decomposition and statistical feature extraction are applied to improve the
classification performance. Additionally, we consider a feature selection task to choose the most
important features. In this regard, GA chooses the foremost parameters of this procedure. Therefore, the
separate-ability factor increases which guarantee the efficiency of the classification. The disparity between
the decision boundaries extends and improves the classifier performance. Finally, the proposed algorithms
are applied to the experimental data gathered from an industrial heavy-duty oil pump installed in Arak
Oil Refinery Company and the classification results are reliable.
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